Self-conversion of supraventricular tachycardia by rapid atrial pacing.
The use of pacemakers in the treatment of tachycardias is one of the most exciting and rapidly expanding applications of cardiac pacing. One of the more recent developments in this field has been the use of patient-activated radio frequency transmitted rapid atrial stimulation (RAS) in the treatment of paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia (PSVT). Based on the previously established ability of asynchronous atrial pacing to interrupt a variety of re-entrant supraventricular rhythm disturbances, this modality of treatment is gaining increasing applicability in patients with PSVT associated with debilitating symptoms or other severe cardiovascular consequences in whom standard pharmacological regimens have either failed or are impossible to maintain for indefinite periods. This report describes our experience with five patients who underwent implantation of RAS units. The detailed electrophysiological studies required to ensure success and avoid any possible future complications are described. Over a follow-up period of four months to four years (mean 16 months) very few problems arose in the use of these units which have immeasurably improved the quality of life of the recipients. Our experience with RAS units has led to a few suggestions for future improvement and these are outlined in this report. The excellent patient acceptance and the reliability of this technique in terminating episodes of PSVT should, in the future, render RAS the treatment of choice in certain selected patients suffering from this common disorder.